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The Sharks Defeat the Stingrays 
NSU's new mascot has more bite 
By Paul Saneaux 
Staff Writer 
The votes have been cast 
and tallied and the new, official 
mas.cot has been decided. The 
NSU community will now be 
collectively known as the Sharks, 
a mascot with more identity and 
uniqueness than the relatively 
unknown Knights, said members 
of the School Pride/School Spirit 
Task Force. 
The final decision was 
the result of a series of voting, 
polls, student focus groups, and 
meetings by the School Pride/ 
School Spirit Task Force- a 
committee formed by student 
leaders, Alumni, the athletic. 
department, faculty and staff. 
"Over 4,000 responses 
came from students about which 
mascot was preferred," .. said 
Director of Student Engagement 
Kathryn Blanco. 
This was a drastic change 
in interest considering that 
a large portion of the NSU 
community did not know tha.t 
the Knights were part of the 
logo. It became clear through the 
polling efforts of the SP/SS Task 
Force that people were looking 
for a change and eager to affect 
NSU's future. · 
Concerning the voting 
process, Director of Student 
Activities and Leadership 
development Terry Weech said 
"the Task Force was looking for 
qualitative responses from the . 
students, rather than quantitative 
votes." 
Since the release of the 
first rendition · by the large 
Washington D.C. graphic 
studio, Gallagher and Associates, 
the rendition of the Sharks has 
changed to reflect the whole 
community's responses. 
. The "great energy" 
Blanco described accompanied 
the idea of changing the mascot, 
and it prompted Dean of 
Student Affairs Brad Williams 
Please See SHARKS 
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Homecoming Race 
Day Makes A Splash 
Homecoming Raft Race: Yet another team makes a splash before their paddles even hit -
the water. Photo by Alisha VanHoose 
Change is coming to NSU ... 
h~,,.,,.,.. 
~,,u_n" 
NOVA SOUTHEASTERN UNIVERSITY 
By Alisha VanHoose 
Editor-in-Chief 
The rainy .weather 
was unable to dampen 
people's spirits at the tricycle 
and raft races on Oct. 21. 
The annual events, which 
happen back to back on the 
Friday of each Homecoming 
week, attracted crowds of 
people to watch the fun 
. along side participants and 
orgamzers. 
The tricycle race, 
which was run in two . 
rounds, had participants 
picking up rubber balls, doing 
push-ups, looping plastic leis 
~round the necks of .lawn 
flamingos, doing jumping 
· jacks, picking sodden dresses, 
hats and scarves up from the 
wet ground and putting th~m 
on, and collecting plastic toys 
from the track. 
Third place in the 
tricycle rac<:; was secured by 
Please See SPLASli 
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Press Release 
OCTOBER 24, 2005 
Over four thousand responses came 
in "for the preferred mascot choices 
Award Winning Writer Judith 
1 
Ortiz Cofer to Speak 
As the first lecturer in the 
Distinguished , Speaker Series, 
as part of "a new interdisciplinary 
program devoted to the college-
wide exploration of a single theme 
each academic year," according to 
a press release from the Office of 
Public Affairs. This year's theme, 
"Good and Evil," will also be 
examine by a scheduled talk by 
Nobel Prize winner Elie Wiesel in 
Feb. 
and Director of Athletics 
Michael Mominey to -suggest 
an immediate changeover. · The 
original plan was to release the 
mascot during fall term of next 
year, but the SP/SS Task Force, 
which includes Williams and 
Mominey, thought the time w~s 
right to ride the momentum of 
the excitement. 
The Task Force decided 
a Homecoming unveiling of 
the Sharks on Oct. 22 fit the · 
goal of increasing pride and 
unity. Saturday evening at the 
Hard Rock Resort and Casino, 
atte~ding students and faculty 
celebrated the release of NSU's 
fierce new mascot. 
Mominey said in a 
university press release that "the 
uniqueness and the originality 
of the Sharks nickname allows 
NSU the opportunity to create 
its ·own nation-~ide brand 
identity." 
Currently, no other 
university in the United 
States is known as the Sharks 
in Division I, II, or III. Two 
other universities, however, the 
University of Central Florida 
and Lynn University, have the 
Knights as their mascot. The 
athletics programs look to 
benefit immensely from a unique 
mascot. 
"Sharks are a trµly fitting 
mascot," said Dea11 Williams 
in a written statement. "We're 
proud to be a Florida institution 
of higher education and being 
represented by a marine animal · 
ak " m es seq,se. 
The final decision, made 
by NSU President Ray Ferrero, 
Jr., was influenced by a formal 
recommendation from the SP/ 
SS Task Force that was in turn 
shaped by the votes of the NSU 
public. 
"We think it's important 
to provide students with the 
complete college experience-
both academically and socially," 
said President Ferrero in a press 
release. "We've got cutting-
-edge degree programs, ground-
breaking . research in our labs, 
and are providing exc1tmg · 
opportunities for our students 
to gain professional ,experience~ 
But one piece was missing from 
the puzzle. We didn't have a focal 
point for school spirit." .· 
Now with the uniqueness 
· of the Sharks, NSU's sense of 
school spirit, pride, and unity 
has a base for growth. Also, the 
coming of the University Center 
and its sports arena offers greater 
potential. 
1 :11-1:311 p.m. 
• Audiology 
• Neallb .S1ie1 a 
• Matlical lcienn 
• 01te1patlli,c Medicine 
•Pbasmuy 
• Phycicat Tbetapf 
• Physician Assistant 
• Vaaular Sanegrapby 
• finanoia1 Ai.d 
2:46-4:11 p.m. 
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• B1omediGal Sciences 
• le:fllal Medicine 
• Nurang 
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• Optemetry 
• P1bti1 lealll'I 
• financial Aid 
[ Judith Ortiz Cofer, an award-
winning poet, essayist, and fiction 
writer, will speak on Oct. 26 
from 7-8:30 p.m. in the Knight 
Auditorium of the DeSantis 
Building. 
Cofer will be reading from 
some of her work and giving a talk 
Sunday, 
Octobe1r 30, 2005 -
3200 Sout'h 'University Drive 
Fort Lauderdale-Davie, Florida 
Please join us as our deans,. program directors,, 
and admissions p,ersonnel meet with 'prospec~ 
tive candidates and discuss our programs. Tours 
for the first session will be held at noon and 
12:30 p .. m. Tours for the second group wi,I be, 
held after the session. Refreshments will be 
served. Call' (954) 262-1101 or 800-356-00261 
ext. 1101, for directions or more information. 
~'~·',. -s-~.. -Nsu l'!.UVA . ·. . . . • _SO_· ·. ·. u_r " . '.. E.AS ... T_·  ERN . . . · · UNIVERSITI' 
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Bizarre 8rief s 
Compiled by Greg Kyriakakis 
Counterfeiter Makes 999 Million Dollar Bills · 
_ In an attempt to become a billionaire, a TwiO: Falls, Idaho man 
decided to counterfeit one-thousand million dollar bills. According to Fox 
News, the man attempted to deposit his forged currency as loan collateral at a 
local bank. Police seized the forged money, noticing that it was one bill short. 
Interim Police Chief Jim Munn said that "it would have been remarkable 
if anyone would have accepted them ·as legitimate," adding that "this is just 
abs~lutely comical." Officials sai~ that the money, which was above average 
quality, was likely made in the United Kingdom, Canada, or Nigeria. 
Sane Indian Man Spends 54 Years in Mental 
Hospital . 
A 77 year-old Indian man, Machal Lalung, was releasedfrom a remote 
mental asylum in Tezpur 54 years after being declared insane - although being 
mentally sourid the entire time. Reuters reported that the National Human 
Rights Commission had the man released, citing that he only suffered from 
epilepsy. The man, said that "I feel sad at what happened to my life but there 
is no use grumbling now. I am just waiting for death." He plans to spend his 
days tending his garden. Women were present . in the mental hospital, but 
Lalu:~ stayed away, saying "Who ·woul~ want to marry an insane woman?" · 
Self-Proclaimed Pigeon Surgeon Arrested 
A total of 120 dead pigeons filled Gerard Redmond Enright Jr.'s 
California home a; animal control officers raided his domicile. When officials 
entered the home, according to the Associated Press, they %und Enright 
operating to remove a tumor from a pigeon that he had sedated with vodka. 
A total of 300 living and dead birds were contained in the house, which was 
littered with droppings. Enright said that he was "literally in shock'' by the 
arrest, claiming that he ·devoted himself to saving his birds. 
Inside the SGA 
Hurricane Wi I ma-Projected. 
Path Prompts SGA to 
Consider Cancellation of 
Homecoming Activities and 
Dance 
By Kristine Belizaire · 
Distribution Manager 
· TheStudentGoverninent 
Association meeting on Oct. 19 
was one with many questions, 
answers, and dismissed bills. 
After the appointment 
of the new administrative 
assistant Rico Hernan, . the 
next thing oil the agenda was 
Homecoming. · Because of 
hurricane Wilma, which at 
the time was said to hit South 
Florida on Saturday, October 
22; there was a possibility that 
the pre-Homecoming events 
and the Homecoming dance 
may be postponed. 
Homecoming aside, 
three bills were proposed by the 
· Pre-Dental organization. Two of 
· them, thewaxcarvingworkshop 
and the speaker series, were 
dismissed due to confusion in 
dates arid late submissions of the 
bills. The last bill, the Pre-Dental 
impressions workshop, which is 
supposed to prepare pre-dental 
students for graduate ' school, 
was approved. 
Other issues were brought 
up regarding the allocation of 
money in the Senate reserve fund. 
SGA members looked at the 
ammuu of money that was not 
being used and whether it could 
be used to promote events that 
will allow them more visibility 
to the NSU community. 
IOC . senator positions 
are now available. If interested, 
applications are - available in . 
room 107 in the SGA office in 
the Athletics and Student Affairs 
Building. 
News from Around the World 
Compiled by Paul Saneaux 
Europe 
Mafia gunmen kill Italian politician 
As reported by Reuters on October 17, a "masked gunmen" 
shot and killed an Italian politician of the center left Daisy party in 
Rome's southern region of Cµabria. According to reporters, the gunmen 
"stalked Calabria's vice President, Francesco Fortugno" to a voting booth 
; and shot him five times when he exited he booth. Nicola Adamo, the j- secretary general of the Democrats oftheLefrinealabria; said thatrhe .l 
' mafia has become bold in "striking a high-level politician in a symbolic 
moment, on the day of the primaries." Organized crime in Calabria is 
believed to be run by the local 'Ndrangheta mafia group. 
For more information visit www.nzherald.co. nz. 
South America 
Prison fire kills 32 inmates 
In Buenos Aires, Argentina, a "fire set by feuding inmates raged 
through a cellblock'' resulting in the death of 32 inmates and the injury 
of two prison guards. Justice Minister Eduardo Di Rocco told reporters 
that all the deaths appeared to have been caused by asphyxiation from 
· the .. smoke .. that .filled the. area.According.toAssociatedPress.reporters,Di ..... 
Ro~co said the inmates began fighting soon after midnight when they set 
mattresses and blankets on fire; he also rejected the notion that a demand 
for more visiting hours by the prisoners led to the fight: It was Mother's 
Day and. relatives were attempting to visit the inmates that day. 
For more information visit www.guardian.co.uk. 
Asia 
Quake h•ts eastern Japan 
The Associated Press in Kyodo, Japan reported that a quake of 
"preliminary magnitude" of 5 .1, on the Richter Scale, occurred in the 
eastern area of the Saitama Prefecture. The Japanese Meteorological 
! Agenc,,,.toldcteporters that .. the earthquake :w:as . ceritered .. inthe .lbaraki .. 
Prefecture to the south, "40 km underground." The Meteorological 
Agency also said there was no danger of tsunamis. No deaths were 
reported, but several injuries were suffered and transportation systems 
were temporarily shut down. 
For more information visit www.japantimes.co.jp. 
North America 
Neo-Nazi march causes riot 
foToledo, Ohio, on October 15, a prop9sedmarch by Neo-Nazis 
led residents of several neighborhoods to clash with police in a large riot. 
The Associated Press reported that 114 people were arrested on "charges 
inclu4ing assat1lt, ya114alis1Il, failure t() disperse, a114 oyen1ight curfevv . . 
:i~I~ti~11s.'' The march was called off and the supremacists l~ft beca~se of ·. 1 
the growing crnwds of angered residents. Authorities say that the crowds 
became angered when city officials let the group of Neo-Nazis march 
through the city. Mayor Jack Ford said the group· did not apply for a 
parade permit and planned to use the sidewalks, which the city has no 
right to deny. 
For more information visit www.nytimes.com. 
Mid·d:le East 
Election staff fired for fraud 
.. 
. Election offidals in _ Kabul, Afghanistan told , reporters on 
October 16 that they\have "fired about 50 employees for suspected 
-fraud fu1ast . month's legisfatfve polfs. ·Accordtng to Daniel Cooney·ofthe·· 
Associated Press, human \rights activists warned officials mat "about half 
of the winning candidates are believed to have links to armed groups." 
Consequently, 680 ballot boxes., approximately three percent of the 
· votes, were removed from the counted votes due to suspicion of ballot-
stuffing. Richard Atwood, chief of operations for the joint U.N. and 
Afghan election commission, said that a-recount is not needed because it 
"does not affect the integrity of the election." 
For more information visit www.news.yahoo.com. 
if . 
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Gay /Straight Student 
Atfiance ralli,ed 
together with the 
NSU community to 
support awareness 
and acceptance of 
homosexuallty 
By DawieU.e Garcia 
KntgJ,~ 
Nova Southeast~m 
University mtiot:cd on Oc11oher M 
to celebrate National Coming Olllt 
Day. Tue Gay/Straight S~dent 
Alliance teanted up with two , 
graduate t111pt1izati:ons to celehm~ 
dus nationally recognized public 
holiday to sUipport awareness aadi 
acceptance of homosexuality. 
Sarni lay, the acting 
Presideat of the Gay/Stnught 
Stttdeat Alliaace, shared her 
expectations of the event saying. 
"I hope the event will unite.'\ he 
NSU community and proflde 
awacffless of die gay, lesbian, bi-
sexual~ and transsexual community 
» 
on campus. 
NSU students res.ponded 
by mdulptg in a variety of Jwme 
cooked meals a:d cormuning 
a special drink to celebrate the 
day; Gay Fuel energy dcink was 
distribut~d to smclents to support 
the idea of the day. The. tasty treats 
were accompanied by emenainment 
and educational reading material. 
Students were able to dieck out 
mapz1nes such as She. Hot Spots, 
and the GLCC Newsletter. 
Ron . ~ ·Director in 
the otice of Publications, who 
recently·~ a.·member _of -die 
Board' of Directors of' Gay ~ 
Commumty Center . of Soam. 
Aorida, joined the festivities and 
was surprised wita the madent 
support. He felt the event was a 
great idea and th.at it haps to build 
a monger community on campus. 
The colorful decorations and. 
poptrlac song "I'm Coming Out» 
created a posmve environment £or 
studen~ to sk aAd converse, but 
more ~rwmy--support ·-eacli 
oth«. GSSA passed · out ~ty 
stickers and ramltow pride bracet.s 
as souvenirs and ask students to 
make a ~ to live a diverse life 
by. sign.mg a certi~ with the 
pledge on it. 
Greg Jones; J:>residen,c of the 
graduate GSSACPS, said "'di¢ ev~nt 
helps give a posirive public~ ro 
sffldents and ~ts die stereotypical 
i'<Jleas everyone b:as, its not al ~t 
ans queens and 'parades.') 
·1(nigbtlifj, 
Homecoming Week- Wet 'N' Wild Day. Lesly-Loudmar Mathurin (I.) and 
Shane Johnson (r.) get wet on the slip and slides. Photo by Kristine Belizaire 
Wet 'N' Wild Day 
Left High and Dry 
By Kristine Belizaire 
Distribution Manager 
On · Wednesday, October 
19, students got soaked at the 
CEC ( Campus Entertainment 
Committee) and the SGA 
(Student Government Association) 
sponsored activity, Wet n' Wild day, 
another pre-homecoming activity 
promoting school spirit and student 
participation. 
The Power of an-Internship 
By Judith Francois 
Staff Writer 
On Monday October 17, 
Career Services held an internship 
seminar, for students looking for 
internships before and after they 
graduate· college, The Power of an 
Internship. 
The seminar was held in the 
Alvin library at Nova Southeastern 
University. Representatives 
from Enterprise Rent-a-Car 
presented to a group of roughly 
15 students. The representatives 
told prospective interns. that an 
internship is the best way to find 
jobs and to truly learn in the fields 
that they want to pursue after 
college. Employers tend to hire 
those with the most experience, 
therefore, job seekers who are fresh 
out of college and do not yet have 
experience in ·their fields,can beef 
up their resume with one or two 
. internships. Internships are also 
important for graduate schools. 
In addition to giving the 
students who attended the 101 
about internships in general, the 
representatives also talked about 
the internship programs that they 
offer to college students, including 
a management internship that 
trains and helps students gain 
experience on different aspects of 
managing. 
Its Official. We're the 
Sharks~ Find out what some 
of your fellow NSU students 
suggestions were for the 
name of our new mascot. 
lf •.; . ~ 
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Let's Tall< A~ Sex,, Baby ... 
Don't Even 
Think About It 
I have come to the 
conclusion that a woman's 
brain is connected directly to 
her vagina. Between my own 
personal experiences and those 
of my fellow peers, this theory is 
has been put to the test. 
I will elaborate with a 
fictional scenario (although \rOU 
may find it oh so famitiar): 
Angela and Dave get into 
a fight or have an unresolved 
disagreement. Later that evening, 
Dave decides that he wants a 
little nookie and begins to try 
and lure Angela into the ecstasy 
of lovemaking. Angela ignores 
Dave's advances, until she finally 
kicks him off of h.er with. the 
stren~h of the Incredible Hulk. 
What I nave come to 
find out is that men have this 
uncanny ability to put aside 
fights., problems, and arguments 
within a relatioash.ip and get 
down to it. Disagree, sex, 
conti1111e with disagreement. 
Women on the other hand aint 
having it! When we are pissed 
off you can. ll>et yewr ass that you 
will not be getting any! 
Call me crazy, write to 
the editor, and prove me wro11g 
if you: wilt, but I ~eally do believe 
~L ' • ..J • • _L tn:at a woman.s nrtfl\\f. 1s 1n canoots 
\\fit'h lier v~ina! We <It> l'lot seem 
to have the ability to separate the 
mental and p.hysical when we are 
at odds with our mates. Ff we are 
fighdn;g, so a11¥ our genitals. 
Page8 
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• •• Fire Away. 
Q: I am a foreign attorney w.ho, back in 1,,, in .nuy own coUliltry:, ifa.muatced near the top of my law school 
class. I've just come to NSU tG go to law seb.oo1 here, aaid. rm stru.png. W'llen I went to school the first 
time, I was single and. had. no kicls, so I had 2411101trs a a&f to 14l:ysell I eould. stlll.myw.henever I wanted or 
needed to. Now, I am married an;d laave a ive,..ytta;r~ol<l daugl'tter, a:l!lti l\n in-cln;g it completely impossible 
to give fI1f' da191rer tne time she neeas a11:d Eleserv:es· and to s,end th@ necessary_ time reading and studying. 
The truth is I !feel depressed be<:ause ftffl. I'm s;pen.din;g 1!ime witl 1\0:f dat1;ghter {whiel:i I en;joy),, I feel bad 
because I'm not studyinJ, and when I'm s:u1@yin:g, I £eel li>atl becaase I'm not with .m:y d~~iilter. What do 
I do? 
A: It'-s bad enou;h feelif)g ton mW pul~<l itl opposite ditiections l\ly €011/lf@ting <ilem,atllds for ycnar time and 
commit:m©llt iut you have the ad:ded stress of n0t hei,11g able to Wy immerse in what,ever you're doing. 
How ca;n you fuly co:a-ce»tlrate on. sttt«yi111 when yo:u're feeLintr; guillty ancl SOO, over n.ot bei~ with your 
daughter? And.. now can-you. fully e«~ yol(tt time with yottf daUlht¢l'·wh;en you're feel-ng an-xiou.s about 
not stuclyin:t? lt1s har-d t-0 ever feel ~ ·a11cl iood w.he11 either time cll{;Jice you make feels wro~g. 
I <ili1.nlt bow any f*tttests wlao M•ve t:key, have !6uncd. me ,ptrl~ s~ll!t!ri0r1 oo tlfte dilemm.a y-ou face-
balancing s(;'.hool (andlo:r work) an<l fam-,lyJs alw~s a work .ia pFotresJi, Jut you .lfflpt ~ it less stressful 
if you w<1re at>le to rt10r.e Wy al>sovb y.omS<flf in wfi.QtieV/e4' yoU:re doinj at th-e m:omettt.. dow:ing you to 
thorouply encjoy your tirne with yotll' d~lner when. yotir-e wi!llh her anti t:o thoroughly concentrate on 
studying in tlte sn,utli pockets of time you have avaitaW·e. 
You cllidn1t memion how your hush- &ts rn. Do you feel as bad alJout not being wi,t.h your daughter 
, when she's wi,t.h. him,, rather t.h'Qtl with. s'Ome Oillter cru.:e11v:er? Is there a11y possrbi~ity of his modifying 
his schedule or particiJ>atiom wi-tih your dan'1iter so as to free you up t-o f&cus mo11e completely on your 
studies? 
You might find 1t h.elp-fuil to come fora few appointme»ts at $tu<'.leimt Counseling. One of our counselors 
can show you how to keep your worries about your st:udties from. comiag between you and your daughter, 
and how to keep your love for ker .trom undermining yoar concentration. The counselor can even meet 
together with you and your husband if you tliink that might help. 
Have a question you'd like answered in this space? Fire away: Call us (954-262-7050), send us an email 
(studentcounseling@nsu.nova.edu), or drop by our office (Suite 150, Parker). · 
NEVER BEEN TREATED 
FOR YOUR HEPATITIS C? 
5 
Classified: 
Money For 
~ollege 
The Army is currently 
offering sizeable . 
bonuses of up to 
$20,000. In addition 
to the cash bonuses, . 
you may qualify for 
up to $70,000 for 
college through the 
Montgomery GI Bill 
and Army College 
Fund. Or you could 
pay back up to 
·. $65,000 of qualifying 
student loans through 
the Army's Loan 
Repayment Program. 
To find out more, call 
954-472-4800. 
NOW MAY BE YOUR OPPORTUNITY! 
You may qualify tor a resean:11 study 
tor your Hepatitis C. 
We are looking for individuals 18-65 yrs of age, who 
know they have Hepatitis C, but have NEVER rece,ived treatment. 
The program involves multiple visits to our clinic. 
NO: 
• Illicit dmg use in tlle past year 
• Alcohol abuse in past 6 months 
(must be able to abstain from alcohol use tor 1 yr.) 
• Current pregnancy (or nursing) 
•HIV 
You wHI receive study related exams, 
lab tests and study medication at no cost. 
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Above: Former NSU MBA student Lee Guiterrez represents Carnival 
at the 2005 Fall Career Fair. Right: Internal Revenue Service 
representative anwsers MBA student Javid Mortazavi's (r.) inquiries. 
Photo by Caroline Cullen 
Fall Career Fair Provides Students with the Opportunity to . 
Network with Some of the top :_Leading Organizations in the World 
By Caroline Cullen 
Knightlife Editor 
You are a few credits shy 
of obtaining the degree that 
you have worked so diligently 
towards, so now what? It is time 
to start gearing . up to become 
the professional that you have 
always dreamed of. 
Each year, Nova 
Southeastern University 
welcomes a diverse array of 
organizations on campus to 
scout potential employees; this 
years' 2005 Fall Career Fair-
was held on Wed. October 19 
in . the Carl DeSantis Building. 
Students, employees, and the _ 
community were welcomed to 
promote themselves to dozens of 
prospective organizations ranging 
from Target to The Federal 
Bureau of Investigation. NSU 
MBA student Javid Mortazavi 
said, "The Career Fair is a tool 
for networking and exploring 
different opportunities." 
Each vendor accepted 
resumes from potential employees 
and took the time to offer 
information and answer questions 
{BAR APPLICATION ASSISjj 
MY FIRM IS DEDICATED TO STREAMLINING 
1'HE BAR APPLICATION PROCESS BY 
COMPLETING AND SUBMITTING IT FOR YOU. 
WE WILL ALSO RESPOND TO 
CORRESPONDENCE FROM THE FLORIDA 
BOARD OF BAR EXAMINERS REGARDING 
YOUR APPLICATION, ON YOUR BEHALF. 
LET MY INVESTIGATIVE BACKGROUND AS AN 
FBI AGENT AND POLICE SERGEANT ASSIST 
WHEN PREPARING YOUR BAR APPLICATION. 
The Law Office of Robert M. Lewis, LLC 
P.O. Box 1831 
Jupiter, FL 33468 
Office(S61)575-1606 
Fax (561) 575-1073 
Tiu: l~of1 l.ow)u1S• ...,,.._,_!llll.....i..,.be.....il!Olclyuponod~ ~l""'dcad.:, a.11. 
u., to~,...im,..-""""'"""'.i,...i...-qoabli-lllld""P"- • 
regarding their company. Lee 
Gutierrez, NSU Alumni and Sales 
Coach for Carnival cruiseline, 
· relates his experience as an NSU 
graduate to career professional, "I 
have a great career with Carnival, 
and I am here to welcome fellow 
graduates on board." 
The 2005 Fall Career 
Fair was sponsored by Nova 
Southeastern University's Office 
of Career Services. For more 
information on how to jump start 
your future call 954-262-7201 
go to www.nova.edu/ career 
ltl(ltl&TIO,N I Wlll"lft 
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~ 
Okinawan Traditional Karate / Kobudo 
Mondats at 7;30 p.m. & Wednesday's at 7:00 p.m. 
$30 per month 
Classes begin October 3 I st at the RecPlex 
Please call Recreation and Wellness at 954-262-730 I for details 
l\egis~er o n-line at www,rec,nova.edu 
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Clubs and Organizations Celebrate 3rd Annual 
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' Above: DJ' Hernan Rico painting Radio X block. 
Above: Pan-African Student 
Associ.ation' member Janelle 
Hyne designs powerful hand on 
block. 
Right: Diana Hoffman and 
company retourching the 
, Gay/Straight Student Alliance' 
(GSSA) block. 
Photos by Judith Francois 
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"What would you name our University Mascot?" 
BACHELOR·s r MASTER'S I DOCTORAL~ 
Andrea Tambasco 
Senior 
Psychology 
Long Island, New York 
Bruce the Shark and Ray-Ray the 
Stingray. 
Conrad Winarski 
Junior 
Biology 
· Miami, Florida 
BAMF the Shark and Scotty the 
Stingray 
Andreas Rodriguez 
Junior 
Business Administration 
Cumana, -Venezuela 
Bob the Sha'rk and Ray the Stingray. 
But I don't like to see water animals 
with feet. It doesn't make any sense. 
Derek Sham 
Sophomore 
Biology 
Ottawa, Canada 
Sandy the Shark and Johnny the 
Stingray 
k:countmg • Sus,neliS .lf\.dmlrtl&tl'Stitln • Entf~eurship • E,t~ut~ EducaUGo • f~ • Heetth S61vioe,s • Hum&r· ~ Man&gemt!nt • LeadefShl:P 
Matket'lt1g • MBA/!. • Publte Admlt11£1n11tion • Takatkin 
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Compiled by Nicolle Garber 
It's Plastic Surgery Barbie ... 
Ever heard of Jenny Lee? She is a 
29-year old woman who has had nearly 30 
cosmetic surgeries-and still wants more. 
Jenny was on "The Oprah Winfrey Show" 
back in February of 2005. Since then she 
has made a promise to the renowned plastic .__ ________ __, 
surgeon Dr. Robert Rey, of the hit reality show "Dr. 90210," to refrain 
from getting any plastic surgery for an entire year. Dr. Rey diagnosed 
her with body dysmorphic disorder, a condition where a person becomes 
-obsessed with the defects in their physical appearance, according to 1he 
Insider. It's been five moths since Jenny Lee was last seen, and the Barbie 
look-alike is counting down the days until she can get more surgery. 
According to 1he Insider, Lee said, "When I'm 50, I don't want to look 
50. I'm not going down without a fight." I think she needs a therapist. 
And someone to tell her that all her surgeries have rendered her absolutely 
hideous. · 
My Name is Blond_e 
Englishman Daniel Craig is the new, official James Blonde-I 
mean Bond-not blonde. He is the first-ever blonde to play the role of the 
usually tall, dark, and handsome Bond. Craig's resume includes movies 
such as 1he jacket, Road to Perdition, 1he Legend of Zorro, which is soon 
to be released, and his most renown debut, Layer Cake. The new Bond 
adventure, called Casino Royale, is expected to be released worldwide on 
November 17, 2006, according to www.comingsoon.net. Born in 1968 
and raised in Liverpool, UK, Craig joined the National Youth Theatre 
of London at age 17. He is regarded as one of Britain's . finest actors 
according to ComingSoon.Net. Oh yeah, he's definitely fine. 
Please, Please, Please Grow it Back Jake 
Jake Plummer, the Broncos Quarterback, has recently shaved off 
his moustache- and his fans really want him to grow it back. They've 
even started a petition pleading for the return of the facial hair. Called 
"Bring Back Jake Plummer's Mustache," the appeal can be signed on 
www.petitiononline.com, where over 3,000 people have signed the 
virtual petition so far. Written on MSNBC.com, one petitioner wrote, 
"two hurricanes, rising gas prices, and political divisiveness have torn our 
country apart. With your mustache, maybe we can begin the long process 
of healing. Without it, Jake, we as a society are doomed." Apparently, 
Plummer's mustache can play a part in saving the world instead of its 
usual role of <,;ollecting the €rumbs from his afternoon sandwich. 
Federline Going Borderline with Brit:ney's Money 
Kevin Federline thinks he's married to a bank, not a person. 
Federline is apparently putting a substantial dent into wife Britney Spears' 
bank account, which could possibly force Spear's to return to work sooner 
than expected. AccQrding to MSNBC.com, Federlines spending habits 
have compelled Lynne Spears, Britney Spears' mother, to keep a watch 
on Federline. Federline is now venturing to open a multimillion-dollar 
dance school with Michael Jackson's father Joe-and Spears' money. I 
wonder, does Spear's have him on some 
kind of invisible leash? Well, apparently 
he needs to be. 
The Courts Loves Michael 
Yes,ladies and Gentlemen, Michael 
Jackson is again scheduled to appear in 
courl:, but this time he's got a summons. 
A jury summons, that is. It was just 
four short months ago that Jackson was 
acquitted of child molestation charges. 
According to Yahoo! News, Jackson has 
filed for deferment on the basis that his 
permanent home is now outside of the 
United States in Bahrain. I'm thinking 
Jackson would be quite happy to stay as 
far away fmm any court as possible. 
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Album Review 
''I Am Me'' Shows Maturity 
By Kristine Belizaire 
Distribution Manager 
Ashlee Simpson has returned 
to the music world with her second 
album, titled I Am Me. This places 
her once more in the spotlight for 
the world to either love or hate. I Am 
Me was released on October 18 and 
featqres one of the most requested 
songs on MTY, "Boyfriend." 
The Waco, Texas native has 
always been active in the entertainment 
world. She started dancing at three, 
and by 11, she was the youngest 
person to be ever admitted into 
the prestigious School of American 
Ballet. She moved to L.A. with her 
parents and sister Jessica when she 
was 14 to pursue an acting career, 
landing a role as Cecilia on "Seventh 
Heaven." She even had her own 
reality series, ''Ashlee" on MTV. 
And of course most know her for 
the fiasco of a performance (and a 
Please See MATURE 
Page 17 
Ars Flores Looks to O.pen 
Season on a High Note 
By Marines Alvarez 
A&EEditor 
This article has about 500 
words in it. It is only dummy copy so 
that I know how much room the rea:l 
story is going to take up. It won't be 
in the final edition of the newspaper, 
or even in any of the versions that go 
to be edited by Christie, Amanda, 
or Jennifer. Why? Because it's not 
supposed to. I'm more observant 
than that. Anyone else doing layout 
is more observant than that. Or at 
least. we had better be. ' 
I'm starting a new paragraph 
to make this semi realistic. If all the 
words are the same length and I have 
no line breaks or paragraph indents, 
I certainly won't have an accurate 
account of how much room this 
many words should. be taking up-. 
Which is why I'm typing all 
this nonsense. Because that's what 
this all is. Nonsense. My grammar is 
probably not even correct. Probably? 
It's not correct: Which should also 
be fairly obvious to anyone having 
taken a decent college-level writing 
class. 
If the grammar isn't 
necessa"r-ily incorrect, it's certainly 
informal. Informal writing is good 
for random things like weblogs, 
emails to friends, and random 
articles that aren't meant to do 
anything more than take up space 
until a real article comes along, but 
it's not good for business memos, real 
articles, or term papers. Then again, 
informal grammar is never okay ifir's 
composed primarily of web speak. 
Yuck. 
I hate web speak. I really hate 
Please See FLORES 
Page 71 
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Gcto&,er 28, 
'1/Je L~•uf Zt>TM 
~g,: hlmtonib' Banderas. Ga1iheJrtne Zem--,Jones 
ll~ Mtwtii:n CatntJhel 
Genre: Adventqre 
MPM!la~YG 
Alter lgbting to he~)) Caliif91'nia f!>e€ome the 3 }st state o.f thll! Umon, Zo&ro 
(Bmder«s) lliiUst' live up, t0 th:e ,prOlrtise he made his wrfe }g}ena (Zera .. J:ones} ... to 
t)ve U:_F bis 5e(;tet iclentity and live aJtonnai life as Ale.ja;rrtiro de la Veg.a.. "When he 
h<tSirates, h: ,thweatens to tear them apm:. Now:, the same forces that coo-,1\ptret!I. to 
lteep Ca!rfo1'1'da tt.<ml becotning part of the United $tates ase l)'l'ottmg to unleasli a 
t;fire~t tihat has ber:n 500 Jre'al's in the m,aki,n;g, a thr.eat. that coidtl change the course 
ofhistwy !o:reve.r, 
l!rime 
Stardns; Vina lnut;(ll;an, Metyi $tteep, )ryan Gt.:eenner1 
Director: Ben ¥0.U1J.ger 
GelUiC: Cpmed:y 
MPM. Lti19 J)G,.:13 
'Ih~rapist Lisa (;S'.t~pt is gitt:gedy hett,hlg M {'I'httrman) O;ut of ht _pnst~ 
titvo11ce ~ump and thrt>uih the uxg,_~nt a'latm· ofh~ U£'tin151i>iu1o:gicai tilo<:k. A.ttne• 
d.eul.J1;W, that Da&i's;. ntJW fbn1 ('h is 23, aJfuer alt) is an appmp.nate partner in th.a lon.g 
' term, Usa en-et)ttr~<ts her patdent, to enjoy it and have fl'tm. ht ttnce Lis:t aq;;id:e.n~y 
di.scov:ers ftmt lbfi<s new Loy&liend is, in tact, ner son, Dave. -$Im &itds it increastnglr 
dltiw!t ro ~t the t500iit therapist wit:1:le fi.ear-mg,_infflflat:e detail's of1let sotik'love Me: 
$oorr, the secret ·is out and ctdtures clash, @mplicano~ .uftse.,.d'wil ~en1ls eruii:t 
~ a storm of opiruons swirJ 11-rountl tke couple at the een"ter of all. tlns comic fuss. 
Sa-wfl 
Starrin_g,: Thiinnie ~be~, $bawrree Smith, To.bin Reil 
~n Darren Lynn 1lx>usrnan 
Gem-e: 1:hril¢r 
WAA~g:Jl 
While inwestigatrn,g,the blootty attettn~th of a gti'l!lily murder, 'Detecrlive Bt:ic 
MaSOi\ (Dnn;nie ¥alilberr) h-$ tlte, feetin:g that It is .me w.oik of }rgsaw, th.e DQ;tt>f10ti8 
lcil-er Who disappeared le,a'Ving a nrai1 of bodies - and parts - l>ehind.. Antl Mason 
rs ri:ght. }lgS-aW is at wo.£k aiai:t!L But mstea-_tl. ofl-Wo _people tocked .in a room with 
omy o• un,tlt,~Je w:a;y out, there am ei,ght~ ~t .strangers .... unawa:re of their 
Gt\Ullilec't¥on t<l each other, ~ forced 1l0 i,lay: out a, game ~t <ilmie11ses theif wits am! 
puts tneit lives in jt,>,o;puii(J,r. 
Availaie Octeler 25 
P-netktar l,y 'P'a,ttirla ~&wel 
Dr. I<-a,, ~ettll-, ilQW f.teelan<:fitg with .Che Nauo:nal Forens.i~ A-cademy 
1n Jl!ibdda, takes: chat'3f:! of a case that st;te~ i:o.tn steamy Floada tP stto.wbo:ur.td 
ll-0sro.rw one: tnat' a;t irst: ~ps ilS UN1ttrvi~11S any slte DJIJS; ev"' fac;:ed. 1he teasi~ 
_psychoJo:grcal elites lead. Searpetra anrdt her- team-J?-et4 , Maim(% 'B.:enwn °W&S~ 
lftltf Ltrey' Eatinel~to suspeet that they are. lumag smpeone with a et.1nning lftld 
mai:ev-olooit miad' wlrose seerets ,n"ave kept tllem in :the •attows. un:td. now. 
.Memef!i.es qf My l11tWJ'C»<tl; ~e, l!y, C.ai>iijJ Gn,cia. Ma,qu-
On the ~ qf hi$. nia:etieth bblhd:ay, our lllfltl;imled -f'tota:goslst "an 
.JI •/-m{,;k .J ' ' ,.., --·.I{,., 4 ,..,J }"'£ I .. ., l.,.,.-~L.A - » ,_.k.. j,;t ,<e · ..,1, ,t.,~- ·-ii£ «~L,.. N'£. Jl.1lwS.-l°"•6'"""""JlCtt. JG.;..tiuu,«~ ,iiuu tt'OfO~ff tr-lWQf ~fUtlS »O ·fi'Ve JW\US'Gtr t:a'w o<-*£ 
of a n~li of witd dove. with an adQl~nt vn~:· ".iiie, vir:ght; wh,Qm lHf iil'ld ma.-
procures ~r kn, ls swlerrdiidif young,; with the sile;rrt powet of a de'e--pmg 'D~ 
l'he n:i,§ftt of love bfoss£1ms into a tl'allsforming year. lt is a year. eln vvhieh he relives, 
i::n a rush of rnemoi\ies. )us 'liteti,tne of ,}laid-Molli) sexrud adventtttes a.nu ~erienees i 
t'.eYela:-atoll that brings hitn; to tlae • ol d.-ymg - no• o{ o1d. .,,, but,, at lnf!tg fast. 1t1f 
uncormtteQ. rove. 
m1111-,· .! . • . . .. . ,. ' . ¢bWiwL C .. · .. -,·,--vJ;;&·--· __ .,_. __ J .. · .. ,. · 
Availat>le Cktot:,er 4 
,Alias - 'Ure Co.te Fourdi Season 
l~dsay1:-611an ~ n,ttb~e.· Puft, Loadtril 
N1Gol'e :Kiitiman m httcherl 
Oaob.er24 
Pitme lnoh Nails at tne h:k .A\tlantk Cent.0r 
Oaol>er26 
loo 14'1-o.mas ,ar tn'C H:u:<l :&oQk Uve 
OUDl>:er2B 
Luis Mi-gnel at tb.-e: .AmelliQllfl Air.lines Arena 
Movfe,arnof)£ts Md p,ho.oo cQtltt~yQf~.-,~0:.-~i:es.com 
lto.ok·a}ti}tipsi$ co1;1rtes1of'WWW.l'Jarn<fSIJ11!ldit@ble,corn 
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Human Adventure· Lacks 
Human Interest 
By Marines Alvarez 
A&EEditor 
Ever wonder 
. what it would be like 
if your sociology or 
philosophy book came 
to life? Well, I have 
to wonder .no longer. 
On October 14, NSU 
students were treated 
with free . tickets to 
the IAP Capstone 
Production of The 
Human Adventure: 
Inside the Human Adventure: The twelve 
archetypes featured in the show dance to the beat of 
their own drum. Photo courtesy Melissa Axel 
Resurrecting the Memory of Love. refreshed the · audience in between 
Although there were highlights strewn the sometimes dry .monologues and 
the performance, the overall show dialogues. -
was plagued by several problems, the The live music, singing and 
most of which was incoherency. dancing were also highlights. Melissa 
The show, written by graduate Axel did an excellent job, performing 
student Melissa Axel, was .well two original songs, including 
promoted with posters, e-mails, its the beautiful song "The worth of 
own website and a , front page story · Things." Choreographer and dancer, 
in the newspaper. Despite all the Kate Maxwell was outstanding. She . 
. promotion, however, it seemed that has amazing stage grace and presence 
most people weren't too sure what the and all of her dances were impacting. 
Human Adventure was actually about. Throughout the show, it 
On the night of the performance, as was emphasized that what we were 
I stood outside waiting for the house watching was basically the world 
to open, I heard the few people that through Axel's eyes, which would 
actually showed up whispering and _ have been a fine concept. The 
asking each other what the show was problem was that it played out like 
about. I'm afraid that as those sam~ reading from a text book, and not 
audience members left about two a personal interpretation of the key 
hours later, that same question was concepts it brought up. There were 
still running through their heads. points where the performance felt 
To The Human Adventure's like a lecture. The audience was left 
credit, there were good performances 
within the show itself. Firstly, there 
was the comic relief in Michael 
Biggins, who played _ "the fool," 
one of the twelve archetypes within 
the . show. His few lines interjected 
during the scenes often felt like the 
manifestations of the audience's 
thoughts. His quirky and natural 
deliverance of the humorous one liners 
with nothing to connect with, no 
common emotion and no common 
ground.· 
On top of that, the actors 
and audience had to, brave their way 
through sound problems. There were 
micropho.Q.es thar were never on, 
"background" music that drowned 
out the speakers and static and 
distortion when the microphones 
were working. It was hard 
enough to understand the 
theories that were being 
thrown our way, but most 
of the 'time, we were only 
caJ:ching half of what wai 
said. 
Kate Maxwell uses her dancing talent to shine 
during The Human Adventure. Photo courtesy 
Melissa Axel 
In all honesty, all 
the performances were 
well dorie and the cast was 
obviouslyverytalented. The 
Human Adventure's fault 
lay in its inapproachability. 
Audiences need to feel 
like there is a beginning, 
middle, an end, a conflict 
and a resolution. This 
show lacked those key 
ingredients. In the opening 
scene, they warned that 
we weren't there "to be 
entertained,". and that 
was this unique show's big 
mistake . . 
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certain hoedown) on Saturday Night 
Live. · 
· Simpson's first album, 
Autobiography, proved to be a success, 
selling 2.9 million copies in the 
United States and reaching the top 
spot on The Billboard 200 according 
to Neilson SoundScan. The album 
boasted radio and video hits like 
"Pieces of Me" and "La, La, La." 
Simpson has clearly moved 
past her pop phase and has managed to 
weave different elements of sound and 
emotion into her new album, displayed 
by the hard rock tune "Boyfriend, "the 
much softer "Say Goodbye," and the 
sure-to-be-party-anthem· "L.O.V.E." 
All of the songs on "I Am 
Me" are . co-written by Simpson 
and she has done a decent job of it. 
There are some songs that actually 
make you want to sing along or cry 
Rating: $12 
Official Site: 
www.ashleysimpsonmusic.com 
Record Label: Geffen 
Album Length: 
with her, and some that seem very 
personal. "Catch Me When I Fall" 
and "Beautifully Broken" are both 
about her SNL snafu. According 
to Billboard news, Simpson said of 
"Beautifully Broken," "I've obviously 
fallen on my face before in front of 
a bunch of people, but I've learned 
it's a beautiful thing and it's OK for 
people to be broken." ' 
Fan favorites are sure to 
include "Catch Me When I fall", 
"Eyes Wide Open", and '1 Am Me." 
There are some people who will never 
be able to look past Ashlee Simpson's 
· mistakes, but for those who can, 
this album will not disappoint. I 
Am Me proves that Ashlee has lived, 
learned and moved on and I bet she 
is hoping the same thing can be said 
about her fans. 
CD REVIEWS 
$16 - Snatch this release 
up as soon as possible. 
11 tracks, 39 minutes and 32 seconds 
1. Boyfriend 
2. In Another Life 
3. Beautifully Broken 
4. L.O.V.E 
5. Coming Back For More 
6. Dancing Alone 
7. Burning Up 
8. Catch Me When I Fall 
9. IAmMe 
10. Eyes Wide Open 
11. Say Goodbye 
FLORES 
Continued from page 9 
$12 ·- Wait until the buzz 
dies down and then buy it. 
$8 - Hey, it'll be on sale 
eventually .. . 
$4 - Buy a few of the better 
songs from iTunes. 
$0 - Skip this one. It 
would just take up room 
in your already cluttered 
collection. 
web speak. It reminds me of stupid, right? Wrong. Much of the time. 
preppy pre-teens who can't find any But seriously, I do get some of the 
better role models than Britney Spears. stupidest people in my department . . 
I think web speak is one of those things The sort that don't know what a 
dumbing down the population. Web thesaurus is or want to argue with 
speak and George Bush. Both of them me over whether' or not they have 
dumb down the population. a children's version of the I Ching 
And our population available. What child would want to 
most certainly is getting dumber. read th~ I Ching? I mean, l bored 
Considerably so. myself to death with it in the fourth 
Speaking of dumbing down grade, and I wasn't easily bored by 
the population, you would not believe books at that age. Really. I read 
the number of stupid customers I 20,000 Leagues Under the Sea twice 
have to deal with at work. You would . while in the third grade. 
•· • think that the See that? That wasn't bad 
nature of the grammar, but it was bad punctuation. 
business would The book title should be italic 
provide some 
son of stupidity 
control. I mean, 
intelligent 
people populate 
books t.o res,. 
Caitlin McAuliffe, one of the fellow in 
the orchestra. Photo by Burt Luce 
Only about fifty more words 
to go at this point. I'm relatively 
tired of making up nonsense, which 
is odd for me. I usually like making 
up nonsense. I think it bores me a bit 
today because I know that after this, 
nobody will probably · ever bother 
. reading it. _ 
What is the YHWI? 
The Yol.Rlg Hispanic Writets' l n>$titute is a free residenlfal program for 12 aspiring 
ai.rttu;us, aaed.1~. Few four days you will w«k with nationally-k.novm ~ awan:i-
winning authors and editors.. · 
Who is eligible? 
Any v,,,ritei; living i n Miami-Dade, Broward, and Palm Bea.cl, O.ounties, between lhe 
ages of 16, sod 20, woo considers himself or herself Hi spar11C is encouraged to .apply. 
When .md where is the Institute? 
Location: Mm sti£m1a~ Library. Res,aarch,. and r.ntormation 
Technolog>J C enter at Mova Southeastern University's 
Davie Campus 
Dates! April 9~t2 •. 20os 
How much does it cost? 
The program is. absolutely FREE, including tuition, room, board, -end 1ranspoo:at.ioo 
costs, for those who arB invited to eittmdL 
How can you apply? 
Applications and Instructions are available 
at www.nova.edu/Jibraiy/ybwi 
ALL SUBMISSIONS MUST BE RECEIVED NO LATER 
THAN THURSDAYf NOVEMBE.R 17i 2005. 
Alvln Sh:om,an Ubrary, Researoh, and Information Technology Center 
bttp:/tww.w,,ooya,edut1wracylroain 
for More evern:s at other Libraries Visit \WIW,broward rn::gllibracy: 
, , For More Information On The Young Hispanic 
-~ - Writers lnsti~ C,111954-262-4643 
N. s.·.. u· N. u_ ~A , . . . . . 3100 R_ay Ferrer_ · · o Jr. Blvd. t&~~lftW"1N · Fort Lauderdale 
".\?~w.-..:> -.;.;" . ''"'',':·=- · NSU's lbiln (::ampuilAG,,.,oniibfefti:imSW:3DSlte&t 
., bil!l,;n,en Univf!rsitJ t)fW"e .tllid c~ 1w ... 
The M•ln Sherman tlhwary, Re&eareh, and Information Teo.hno1ogy Cooter la a 
.foint-U!l$ facilny wlth the_ Bro,v;,an:f Gotnty Board ~ Couf.lty C-ommisslonera.. 
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NSU Men and Women's Cross Country Teams 
Finish 5th in Last Race of the Regular Season 
By Alicia Winslett 
Sports Editor · 
In Deland, FL on October 
14 the men's cross country team 
ran in the Stetson Hatter Cross 
Country Invitational. The men 
finished fifth out of twelve teams, 
and were the first ofe the Division 
II teams to cross the finish line. 
They · placed ahead of three 
Division I teams, three Division 
II teams and one NAIA team. 
Freshman Eskender 
Abdalla finished on top for NSU 
as he placed 9th overall with a 
time of 28:02. Right behind him 
was teammate Aaron Kolterjahn 
who placed 24th with a time of 
29:03. Chris Mullaney from the 
University of Central Florida won 
the race with a time of 27:02. 
Eddie Arguello from Jacksonville 
University finished eight seconds 
behind him to take second. · 
The team had a total 
of 143 points to slide by . host, 
Stetson University. With 43 
points, The University of Central 
Florida won the 8k race and 
Florida International University 
finished 2nd with 54 points. 
On October 14 the 
women's cross country team 
ran in the Stetson Hatter · 
Cross Country Invitational in 
Deland, FL. The team was the 
first Division II team to cross 
the finish line in the race. The 
women's team finished fifth out 
of fourteen teams including 
Division I, Division . II, and 
NAIA teams. 
Heather Sternau lead the 
Knights with a 20th place finish, 
her time was 2f:05. Finishing 
2 l't was Bethany Brenkus who 
finished four · seconds behind 
her teammate. Raynell Hagberg 
from Florida Atlantic University 
won the race with a time of 
18:39. Fallon Hefferman from 
Jacksonville University finished 
second with a time .of 19:16. 
NSU had a team total 
of 149 points to finish ahead of 
Rollins College. The 5k race was 
won . by University of Central 
Florida with a total of 44 points. 
Florida International University 
finished second with 55 pojnts. 
NSU finished fifth with a team 
total of 1.49 points. 
Men's Soccer Team Move 
To #5 In the SSC 
' 
Above: Adam Ludden trys to 
keep the ball away from the 
defender. 
Right: Gordon slides to save the 
ball. 
Photos courtesy Gary Curreri 
~h~ '-_. - ,..,,. 
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NOVA $0UTH~! "" . UNIVERSITY 
By Nelly Mesa 
Staff Writer 
A final score of 2-0 moved 
.the NSU Knights-up to #5 in the 
SSC as they defeated conference 
rival Florida Southern on October 
11 on their home field. Going full 
throttle, sophomore Chance Foutch 
put a goal on the scoreboard at the. 
end of the first half, giving the 
Knights the lead score of 1-0. 
· Senior Captain Matt Parr, 
was back in the game after a minor 
injury and came out fired up as he 
assisted senior Adam Ludden for 
the second goal of the game. With 
his assist, Parry has now met the 
record for the most assists at NSU: 
28. Ludden has had an exceptional 
season as well, leading the team with 
19 goals. Junior goal keeper Adam 
Spinelli played outstandingly as he 
made 4 saves while facing Florida-
Southern's intense offense. 
~ 
Women's Cross Country 
Men's Soccer 
The Nova Southeastern University men's soccer team · (7-6-1, 2-3-1 
SSC) played to a 1-1 tie wi:th the visiting University of Tampa Spartans (6-
4-3, 1-2~2 SSC) on Saturday n,i·~ht in a Sunshine State Conference match at 
the NSU Soccer Complex. 
The Nova Southeastern l.Jniversity 
women's cross country team finished 
fifth out of 14 teams at the Stetson Hatter 
Cross Country Invitational on Friday in 
Deland, Fla. The women were the first 
non-Division I team to cross the finish 
line, placing ahead of two Division I 
teams; thfee Division II teams and four 
NAIA teams. 
S$CMEN'S SOCCER STAHDWGS NSU Individual Finishes: .. 
' '"' 
~ ."l:' '"~ ~-~ ~ -
s·sc 
' W :l T !PT'S GF GA 
-
Lynn s Q 0 15 19 4 
Rollins · ' 4 l 0 12 l~ 8 
Saint Leo 3 1 0 9 Q, 3 
Eckerd 3 ; 3 0 9 12 9 
Nova South~as•rn 2 3 1 7 6 1·0 
Barry 2 3 
" 
1 7 7 11 
Tam;p.a , 1 2 2 5 .• 5 6 
Florida Tech ' 1 4 0 3, 2 21 
; i;lt>rida Southern 1 5 0 1~, ' 1.l 15 
Men's Cross Country 
The Nova Southeastern University 
men's cross country team finished fifth out 
of 12 teams at the Stetson Hatter Cross 
Country Invitational on Friday in Deland, 
Fla. The men were the first Division II team 
to cross the finish line, placing ahead of three 
Division I teams, three Division II teams and 
one NAIA team. 
NSU Individual Finishes: 
9 Eskender Abdalla Fr. 28:02 
24 Aaron Kolterjahn So. 29:03 
36 Bran.don Peterson So. 29:~5 
37 Kyle Botti So. 29:57 
42 Robert Maughan Fr. 30:23 
54 Christian Toepfer Jr. 31 :20 
56ChadTurnipse~d So. 31:30 
OVERALL 
w L T PCT GF GA 
20 Heather Sternau So. 21 :05 
21 Bethany Bren kus Fr. 21 :09 
23 Bridget Haley Fr. 21 :16 12 0 0 1.000 52 8 
8 
11 
5 
7 
8 
6 
3 
7 
4 0 ;667 
L 0 .917 
5. 3· .500 
6 l . . 536 
5 1 .607 
4 3 .577 
7 t · .318 
6 0 .538 
Volleyball 
34 
40 
18 
27 
27 
21 
9 
28 
21 
6 
17 
18 
20 
17 
32 
20 
37 Courtney Clearwaters Fr. 
21 :47 
51 Steffi Cevallos So. 22 :34 
59 Alyssa Reev~s Fr. 22:45 
66 Angela Schaech Sr. 23:02 
80 Chelsea Gilbert So. 23:52 
84 Dayliset Oliva Sr. 24:22 
, The Nova Southeastern University volleyball team (3-15) was 
defeated 3-0 by in-state rival. Florida Gulf Coast University (18-2) on 
Wednesday night at BCC's George Mayer Gymnasium. NSU fell to the 
Eagles in three games (30-20, 30-22, 30-26). 
SSC WOLLE¥8AlL.STANDjNGS 
SSC OVERALL 
. w L PCT w L PCT 
!Tampa 8 0 1.000 19 2 .905 
Florida Southern 7 1 .875 23 2 .920 
Barry 6 2 .750 13 8 .619 
Saint Leo 4 4 .500 9 13 .409 
Lynn 3 4 .429 -8 7 .533 
Rollins 3 5 .375 . 18 8 .692 
Eckerd ,. 3 5 .375 12 8 .600 
. 
Florida Tech 2 6 .250 7 18 .280. 
Nova Southeastern 0 9 .000 3 15 .166 
Have you be-en to your Knight today? 
If not, why- not? 
Once you become a fully registered member of The Knight, every time a new issue hits 
the stand, you will receive a notice directly to your inbox along with full links to each 
· featured article in that issue. 
KNIGHTNEWSONLINE.COM 
Making your life easier! 
Dear NSY Community, 
In talking to people last 
Thursday and Friday, it seemed 
that everyone had an opinion 
to offer about the hurricane, 
whether I had asked for it or 
not. 
One coworker cited the 
reddish sky in the evening as 
a sure sign that it was coming, 
and launched into a story about 
how they used to know there 
would be a hurricane when she 
was young in Jamaica because 
there would be crabs all over the 
place. Another woman wanted 
to tell me all about how lethal 
improperly stored hurricane 
shutters were, and I was subject 
to a story (which may or may not 
be true) about a woman who was 
sliced into about 85 pieces by 
hers. 
Classmates and friends 
had been discussing most of 
the week where they would 
go, whether school would 
be cancelled, the threat of a 
rescheduled Homecoming, and 
just about everything else that 
hurricane-threatened Floridians 
talk about. I think I heard the 
same things from the same people 
pretty much every day. 
"While hurricane 
preparedness, early warnings ..:_ 
even if they are several hundred 
years old - and equipment 
safety - make sure to store those 
shutters upright, people - are all 
very important topics, it is the 
repetition that really amuses me. 
I think the thing is that 
when there's something people 
can't do anything about, they like 
to talk about it. And talk about it 
they do. At length. Great length. 
, h makes tkem fed secure, I 
suppose, like they ha:ve a plan. 
But hey, if it makes you 
feel better, keep talking. 
Sincerely, 
,4U4u 1/41'&"';;004e 
O{linions 
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A Fly on the Wall: 
By Paul Saneaux 
Staff Writer 
Last week's SGA 
Woe is me ... and 
everyone else ' 
Senate meeting on October 
19 . was a rollercoaster 
ride of emotions. As the 
Senators, the few students, 
organization representatives, 
and I sporadically filed into 
the room an atmosphere of 
mild anguish escaped sighing 
mouths. The general thought 
in everyone's · mind seemed 
to be "Please, please, let this 
meeting end early- and with 
no fuss.)' 
The -poor souls in 
the room did not have Lady 
Luck shining down on them. 
Rather, Loki, the Norse god 
of mischief, sat in the room,. 
smiling a . broad smile that 
only meant the imminence 
of faulty bills. Frustration was 
coming, like· it or not. 
Only three bills were 
presented in that meeting. 
It seemed very likely that we 
would all go home early. The 
previous week ended well 
with no hassles over regular 
bills. "Maybe the clubs and 
organizations understood the 
guidelines for writing bills," I 
thought. 
Wrong. I stressed 
vehemently the importance of . 
the 10 busin~ss day stipulation, 
among other rules, that are part 
of the guidelines. The stipulation 
is in place so that there is enough 
time for the money to be released 
to the organization through the 
proper channels. The rule is not 
meant to get in the way or create 
problems or impede the clubs. , 
Bills are required to be submitted 
to the proper Senator on Sundays 
by 4 p.m. arid they must be 
presented to the Senate a full 10 
business days ahead of the actual 
event. 
I know that 
miscommunication is sometimes 
an issue that creates ~xceptions, 
but if I hear that abhorrent word 
again I most certainly will become 
violently ill. If a new or otherwise 
pre-existing organization does not 
know the guidelines, it is their 
duty, as student leaders, find our 
from their respective Senators. All 
organizations should be familiar 
THE KNIGHT 
with the bill-writing process. 
Our IOC Senators Jessica Boyd 
and Mirtha Rivera have repeated 
them at roe meetings, they have 
been on the I OC listserve, there 
have been several bill-writing 
workshops, the SGA Senate itself 
has mentioned the rules, and I, . 
here, have referred to them almost 
incessantly. In fact, if a club does 
not know the guidelines, no 
bills should even be submitted 
until they are learned. The clubs 
that have had fl.awed bills slide 
through have also been lucky 
as of yet- Senators do not even 
have to present the bills if they do 
not follow the guidelines. 
That era of sympathy (or 
empathy or whatever) is coming 
- to an end, though. SGA President 
Jason Peebles and SGA Advisor 
Please See· FLY 
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Do Your TV 
Homework Kiddies 
By Marines Alvarez 
A&EEditor 
It seems that in every single one of my columns 
(all four of them ... ) I must squeeze in a mention of the 
ever popular Lost. Well faithful readers, can you smell 
the obsession? Rest assured, this isn't a jump on the 
on the bandwagon kind of interest but a full fledged 
seen-it-since-the-fir,st-episode kind of thing. And you 
do_n't have to tell me if that sounds horrendousJy dorky 
because for one thing, I don't w.:i.nt to know, and for 
another, it won't matter what you say. 
Despite what you may think (a grown girl 
spending an hour hopelessly glued to the television) 
it gets worse because although you neophyte viewers 
may think Lost ends when the episode does, you are 
wrong. 
That's right ladies and gentlemen: it's Lost 
2. 0, complete with homework, freaky clues, hidden 
messages and several viewings of the same episode. 
This interactive side of Lost started towards the end of 
last season when ABC launched www.oceanic-air.com, 
the "official" website of the airline whose plane crashed 
on the island '( the terms of use lead back to the Disney 
website). Hidden (not so well) on the site are cries for 
help from others who have crashed on Oceanic trips 
and even a video that plays after you access the Flight 
815 seating chart and click on the rows corresponding 
to the special numbers, 4, 8, 15, 16, 23, and 42. 
Though not much has changed on that website, many 
fans are finding that hidde~ in the episodes and now 
on several. websites, there are clues to what may be the 
biggest mystery on TV 
I for one find it intriguing, but in all honesty 
it makes me feel inept. In "Man of Science, Man 
of Faith," the first episode of season two, Shannon 
(Maggie Grace) is looking for Vincent (the dog) in the 
jungle when she sees a water-drenched Walt (Malcolm 
David Kelley) speaking gibberish. Except that it wasn't 
gibberish. Apparently Walt was backward speaki~g 
and saying "Don't push the button, the button is bad." 
Who figures this stuff out? Who has the time arid the 
equipment? What is the equipment? _ 
In "Adrift," episode two, Michael (Harold 
Perrineau, Jr) and Sawyer Qosh Holloway) are 
floating in the ocean when a shark attacks them. 
But apparently this is no ordinary shark. Some great 
people with TiVo and some zooming kind of device 
(I don't know) figure out that the shark has the 
Dharma Initiative logo tattooed on his shark belly. 
After "Orientation," the third episode, we 
find out that the Dharma Initiative is the research 
project behind the hatch on the island. The website 
www.thehansofoundation.org was officially launched 
by ABC, but other mysterious sites have also been 
popping up, including www.bigspaceship1.com and 
-www.mrclucks.com, neither of which have been 
confirmed as being official. 
The point of my little rant? It's not fair. I'm 
sure that it's increasingly fun for those on top of the 
game checking out hidden html or using Photoshop 
to find secret messages in screen caps but to those 
hopeless fans like me who can only read about all 
the hidden goodies, it poses a problem: Spend hours 
digging through forums and websites, trying to find 
what everyone else is talking about or feel left out and 
left behind. Interactive 1V means less time for me and 
more time for Lost. Although the show is great, with 
great writing and awesome characters, spending extra 
hours doing 1V homework is a little much, even for 
this lV-holic. 
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Continued from page 14 
Gary Gershman both agreed 
"it. is the responsibility of 
clubs and organizations 
to follow the guidelines" 
and Senators should not 
present the flawed bills-
they should blatantly tell 
the clubs the bill will not be 
written or presented until it 
is corrected. 
The first bill 
presented last week violated 
the 1 o-day stipulation. It 
immediately became obvious 
th~t the bill would not fly, 
yet the club representative 
said that "lots of work went 
into the planning this event" 
and although the existence 
of the stipulation was not 
known, there "should be 
an exception." Just a point 
. of informatiqn, I recoil 
in fear and disgust at the 
mere utterance of the word 
exception nowadays. Many 
of the Senators agreed that_ 
although the value of an 
event is important, as VP 
of Legislative Affairs Liz 
Harbaugh said, it must 
follow the guidelines. 
· Commuter Senator Alaina 
Siminovsky · explained 
further that "the rationale -
behind the 10 days is to 
make sure that the budget 
is solidified." 
The only exception I 
see that is of any significance 
is · if the organization 
followed the guidelines to 
the letter and a problem 
arose on the side of a Senator 
in writing or presenting 
the bill. Exceptions should . 
not be made if there are 
obvious deviations. from 
the guidelines in part of the 
organization. 
Check out this 
· column next week . as I 
will continue in discussing 
the controversy - behind 
15 
Senators abstaining from 
voting and justification of 
those votes. 
Additional 
Notes 
The Student 
Action Committee 
surveys on food 
· in the University 
Center turned out 
votes on Taco Bell, 
Wendy's, Chicken 
Kitchen, and 
others including 
Starbucks. 
! SGA Treasurer 
Diane Klein 
reported that the 
SGA has $73,663.93 
remaining in funds; 
included in thpt 
figure is $6,226.99 
in the Senate 
Reserve Fund. 
This Week's Poll Question: 
What was your favorite Homecoming Week activity? 
D CEC Gaming ·Day 
D -wet 'N' Wild 
D Tricycle Race 
D Raft Race 
D Soccer/Homecoming Game 
D Homecoming Dance and Dinner 
D None of the above 
Vote online at www.knightnewsonline.com 
,;; 
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A Day at the· Races 
iii! ,... - vi< • -
SPLASH 
Continued from page 1 
Capsized rafts, inclement--
weather make for a wet 
and wi7d race 
Phi Sigma Sigma. Radjo X in their superhero costumes 
took second, while the Conglomeration, consisting of 
Andrea Cevallos, Christian Toepfer, Melina Brooks and 
Hammad Malik, took first place. -
The raft race got started a little late, with 
frequent downpours soaking participants aod onlookers 
alike. The first few raft casualties happened plenty of 
time before the race, with more than one team getting 
dunked while testing their craft for the first time. 
The first heat saw six t_eams going head to head . 
.,,_ "",.., . ..,_ . .,.,. - . , One, Phi Alpha Delta, got hung up on the ropes and · 
Top Right: Losing his helmet and showing his spiffy green hat sure seems to make 
this cyclist happy as he heads for the finish in the last leg of the race. · 
Top Inset: Team members from Phi Sigma Sigma and Shark Bait collect pink 
rubbers balls during the first leg of the race. 
Center: HSA keeps ahead of the pack as the IMAN team, as well as Vanessa 
Mezquia and Ashley Richie with their Greek themed team, try to take the lead. 
- Above: Members of the Pirate team swim to retrieve their errant raft after a pre-
race capsize. _ 
Right: Davia McDonald shows that while .balloons and baskets have some serious 
style, they don't make a very good flotation device. All photos by Alisha VanHoose 
· made a late start, while a few others were riding low in 
the water. The second heat included only four sturdy 
rafts~ as several teams had difficulties keeping their craft 
afloat and dropped out of the race. This portion of the 
match saw rriore rafts capsize than actually compete, a 
source of laughter from much of ·1:he crowd. The last 
heat saw some crafts taking on water, but only one 
. . 
failed to cross the finish line. -
Delta Phi Epsilon _ took fifth place, while 
IMAN made fourth and the Pirates took third. Second 
place finish went to Blue Boat; while Tri Beta earned 
themselves six homecoming tickets an:d $300 shopping 
sprees by taking first. 
